
 

Equity and inclusion focus in support of numeracy goal

 


	Literacy What: Reading:  inferencingWriting: brainstorming (pre-writing) and topic development
	Numeracy What: Organizing, representing, communicating their thinking in problem solving; justifying their answerMental Math:  seeing the correlation between addition/subtraction and multiplication/division
	Literacy How: -teachers modeling, through thinking aloud and asking effective questions, when writing and reading-students developing and understanding their individual Learning Goals-application of feedback to student work specific to goals-develop critical thinking skills (inferencing and extending understanding) when reading through guided practiceStudents will be able to answer the following:What is your learning goal?Show how you are applying feedback to your work?How do you know you are improving?Where do you go for help?
	Numeracy How: -building of computational Mental Math strategies (Number Talks)-modeling problem solving by thinking aloud, including selection and use of manipulatives to communicate understanding of math concepts-opportunities to orally present solutions and justify the reasonableness of their answersStudents will be able to answer the following during problem solving:Why did you choose that strategy to solve the problem?How does that manipulative or visual help you?communicate your thinking?Is your answer reasonable?  How do you know?  
	Equity/Literacy:  -use of technology when accessing texts and completing writing tasks-differentiated instructional approaches based diagnostics-use of a variety of texts, media and videos that are culturally responsive and relevant
	Equity/Numeracy: -use of technology to access problem solving tasks-differentiated instructional approaches based on diagnostics-variety of manipulatives and varied opportunities for students to demonstrate their understanding orally
	Well-Being/Literacy: -model and practice use of respectful and inclusive language-community circles to develop attentive listening skills, appreciation and mutual respect
	Well-Being/Numeracy: -model and practice use of respectful and inclusive language-develop a belief of "Yes. I can."-mindset of perseverance in struggle
	Digital/Literacy: -opportunities to use technology for acquiring knowledge-use of Voice to Text to enhance output in Writing and Reading responses
	Digital/Numeracy: -use of technology for modeling math skills such as Mathies and Khan Academy-use of models or visualizations to support communication of their understanding of math concepts
	School: Hillsdale P.S.
	Principal: J. Krattiger


